Secret Remarriage in Vegas Uncovered by the Times

The S&T Times was caught unawares last year by the secret double marriage inside the ten Brummelaar clan. “Vegas is where we all go to escape the paparazzi, sweetie” purred Sallie, one of the brides.

It was a gala event at the Little White Chapel, most famous for the weddings of Michael Jordan and Joan Collins and, of course, the ten Brummelaar clan. The international affair was masterminded by the inimitable Graham Bedford but at the heart of the matter was Eve “When I first married Theo we were oceans apart. This time I would like to be in the same room!!”

New Boost to Local Real Estate

Real estate values rise in Altadena. The last issue of S&T Times reported that S&T had put an offer on a house in the ‘burbs of Los Angeles, a sleepy little town nestled at the base of the San Gabriel Mountains, of which Mt. Wilson is the most famous. After a little wrangling and some updating of the 50 year old wiring the house was theirs and they continue to throw money at it to this day.

“It just takes a bit of work, a bit of money and a bit of help from your friends” said the new owner Sal, “although it quickly turns into a lot of work, a lot of money and big strong friends.”

Visit Season Reaches Altadena

Since moving to La La Land our dubious heroes have had an upsurge in visits from around the U.S. and across the pond.” It took the bravest and most experienced travelers to find us in the wilds of Atlanta” quipped Sallie.

“Just since February we’ve had Bettina and Andreus; Georgina and Richard; Krocky; Robin, Stanley, Nicholas and Stephen; Ben; Joan, Marc, Christopher and Danielle.” explained Theo “We’re lucky to have such a lot of friends” say the couple “we’re looking forward to more visits in the future because we plan a major renovation on the house just before each one comes and are forced to complete it in time for the visit. Oh yeah, and we like them as well.”

If it wasn’t for their local friends, however, those renovations would not be possible, “Nils, Michael and Peter and Boyd have each left a little part of themselves in our shelves, floors etc.” said Theo “Blood sweat, tears... and bits of skin... eeeeuw”

Fringe Or Bust

“This is the year that the brown smelly stuff hits the rotating device as far as this project is concerned” was the quote from the mountain top today. Although they successfully got through the NSF review, bleeding only slightly afterwards, they have now got to get through the ‘actually making it work’ hump. More news at the end of the season.

Oh! Behave!

Dragon Update

New adventurers joined the scene this summer, but it was the same old evil temple. With lots of invisible shenanigans by the thief/mage, a flaming arrow, and some new pet dogs all went well in the end.